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From the Editor
// Lauren Gwynn
Before we get into our fourth
issue I’d like to thank everyone
who downloaded a copy of the
‘Norfolk Developers Magazine:
AI Issue’! We had such a great
response and a flurry of new
sign-ups to receive the next
issue too. Please keep sharing
the magazine with anyone you
think might like something
technical to read over their
morning cuppa, it makes what we do worthwhile when
someone new enjoys the magazine we put together.
Now that’s out of the way, welcome to the new issue,
focusing on Business in Tech. Or Tech in Business, as
it is almost impossible to have one without the other
and they both have an equally important role to play
in our region. Some techies think business gets in the
way of designing and creating, and some businesses
find tech confusing or assume it doesn’t apply to them
- this issue will show they actually go hand-in-hand.
The companies who are ignoring technology’s place
in their business are the ones who are going to be
left behind. Countless reports from business minds,
governments and international organisations are all
talking about how technology is going to play a bigger
part in manufacturing, commerce and business in
general.

So where does Norfolk fit in?
Luckily we’ve pulled together articles and interviews
from some of the region’s leading names (namely
Chris Sargisson and Tim Robinson) to find out what
the future holds for Norfolk business and tech. Local
projects to encourage young people into tech are just
as vital to our region as big organisations reaching
across counties and we’ve got their thoughts on
the matter too. We explore the new ways in which
global economies are becoming more grass roots
and celebrate all things Her with a gallery from the
DevelopHER Awards. Speaking of women in tech,
Hayley Johnson from Epos Now has been kind
enough to close the issue with an inspirational call to
action for all businesses.
As I yammered on in my first Header in the last issue,
I am immensely proud of Norwich and Norfolk and the
diverse and influential community we have and, as
some of our articles show, we can expect even bigger
things for Norwich’s tech future.
Editorially yours,

Lauren
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Five Tell Tale Signs
Your Brand Isn’t Working
Nearly every business suffers from the same frustrations
when it comes to creating their brand. It’s something we call
the ‘Five Tell Tale Signs Your Brand Isn’t Working’. Avoiding
these show-stopping afflictions and getting your branding
right can have a hugely positive impact on you as you
prepare to pitch, launch and grow your business.

1. The Headscratcher

Avoid the dreaded zombie stare

// ARTICLE
JAMES CHURCH
Robot Mascot

audience is, you respond with ‘anyone who needs it’ or ‘any
SME’, then you need to think again.
Sympathise with their pain
If your business isn’t solving a particular problem – whether
that be an emotional or logical one – then it’s unlikely that
anyone will ever buy from you.
Keep it simple
Avoid waffle. The biggest trap businesses fall into is over
explaining their product. They’re often so eager for everyone
to see how great it is, that it comes across as a real borefest. Quite frankly, your audience doesn’t really care how you
do it, they just want to know how you can help them.
Be distinctive
You need to look and sound different to your competition
– avoid using the same language, try developing your own
terminology or tell unique stories that back up your brilliant
idea.

2. Wincy Face

Avoid cringe-worthy design

Everyone who has started their own business has been there.
You know you have a great idea but no one else seems to
get it. I’m sure there’s been a time when you’ve excitedly told
someone what it is you do – expecting their eyes to light up
and tell you how great you are. But the response you actually
get is a blank look, a nod and a “that sounds great, good
luck.”
What’s frustrating is when you know that the person who
just gave you the zombie stare is a potential client, or
investor, and you’ve just been completely overlooked. There
are, however, some fundamental principles that will help
you develop a killer elevator pitch – one that will get your
potential customers hooked.
Know your purpose
If you know why you’ve started your business, and how your
idea will change the world, then it makes it a whole lot easier
to get your audience excited about it.
Understand your audience
In order to communicate with your audience, first you need
to decide exactly who they are – if when asked who your

norfolkdevelopers.com

I’m sure you can recall a moment when you’ve handed out
your business card and pulled the ‘wincy face’. It’s that
moment where you cringe visibly when presenting your
brand. It’s usually followed by some kind of excuse, such as:
“Ignore the logo, we’re currently getting a new one done.”
“When you go to the website, bear in mind this is out of date
– we’re getting it updated soon.”
“These are our old cards, the website has our new branding
on it.”
It’s not just the business card, it could be that the layout
of your website makes it hard to navigate and digest your
message, or the design of your marketing materials doesn’t
really reflect your values, personality or product. It’s even
possible to pull the wincy face during a pitch, when you know
your presentation is more crowded than Piccadilly Circus.
The trouble is, when your company presentation sucks, it
puts a ‘this lot are crap’ filter over your brilliant business.
From the very first time you meet a potential new customer
or investor, you’re in control of the impression you make –
and the visual presentation of your company should back
that up, not tear it down.
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// ARTICLE
JAMES CHURCH
Robot Mascot

3. Me-Tooism

Become a brand leader, not a brand follower

“I know, we’ll do an introductory offer.”

It’s difficult as a business owner. There’s a lot to do and
your number one focus is on making your product work and
bringing your idea to life. So when it comes to your branding
and marketing it’s likely you’ll suffer from a touch of Blandular
Fever.

So you do and you get a few sales – maybe because of the
offer, maybe because you just so happened to come across
some people that needed your product. The introductory
offer ends and sooner or later you go through another
bad patch and the same thing happens again. Eventually
it snowballs and before you know it you’re suffering from
‘repetitive roundel syndrome’. You end up running a summer
offer, autumn offer, Christmas offer, New Year offer, New
Financial Year offer, Chinese New Year offer and an End of
Offer, Offer.

I bet the very first thing you did when trying to create your
website landing page or promotional materials was look at
what others do. You looked at their websites, their social
media and their email marketing and you mined it for words,
phrases, images and graphics that you could mimic and pass
off as your own. We call this Me-Toosim and it’s a quick and
relatively simple way to create content, but it doesn’t exactly
scream ‘look at my incredible idea that’s going to change
the world’, rather it says ‘I’m a lot like the other guys who I
nicked this content off’.
It’s a common mistake amongst start-ups and scale-ups.
They see something great that’s working and they want a
slice of the action, rather than focussing on what makes
them unique – whether that be their product, their ethos or
their results.
It’s ok though, it’s not your fault – with everything you’ve got
to do as a business owner, finding the time to carefully curate
and consider your branding and marketing is understandably
pushed to the back of the queue – often in favour of a copy
and pasted persona.
Sometimes a small investment in getting your brand
messages right is all you need to start creating
standout in your market – think of it as “Minimum Viable
Communication”. If your brand content is clear, articulate
and concise, most investors and early adopters will be able
to forgive a slightly ‘rough around the edges’ look in the
early stages of your business. If you’ve nailed your pitch,
identified how your solution solves your client’s problem
and have a clearly defined target market, you will be able
to pick up customers with a more basic look and feel. A lot
of our clients find that investing in their brand messaging
allows them to create great communication – even with selfproduced or really low cost design.

4. Price Bombing

Avoiding repetitive roundel syndrome
It’s likely you’ve spent months, if not years, crafting your
product or service. In your head you know what it’s worth
and, if you’ve done your market research properly, you’ll
know how much your customers are willing to pay, so you
know you can make profit – happy days - and of course, you
believe your business offering is the best thing since sliced
bread, so selling it will be a doddle.
Then you launch to market, and you realise that getting
people to buy things is actually really difficult, so you panic.
Your internal monologue will sound something like this:
“Shit, we’re already behind on our sales forecasts and we’re
barely six months in.”
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Under the heat and pressure of trying to grow and scale your
business, it’s so tempting to lead with a marketing message
that resembles this: “We’re big on whatever and small on
price” or “We’re the lowest cost solution on the market”.
You’ll find yourself focussing so much on the numbers that
you lose sight of what makes you great and so will your
customers.

5. Echo-speaking

Avoid Jargon Jibber Jabber
Sooner or later you’ll find yourself making a pitch to the
perfect client or that perfect group of investors, the guys
that can make ‘it’ happen. But what do you say? Well, it’s
obviously a common problem because everyone is Googling
the same thing. You see, during a pitch, many businesses
sound the same. They’re playing a game of buzzword
bingo. They use catchphrases and filler instead of proper
communication. How many times have you used or heard
these phrases:
We’re disruptive
Our app is a game changer
We’ve got a revolutionary idea
We’re building an innovative platform
The problem is that these phrases are used by so many
businesses that they make you seem inauthentic, even
desperate. It’s proof that you’re not communicating your idea
well enough that it stands up on it’s own, so you have to tell
your prospects its ‘revolutionary’ – just in case they can’t see
it for themselves.
As soon as you say “My product is innovative” they’re
thinking, “I bet it’s not”. They then spend the next fifteen
minutes trying to find flaws in your pitch that prove they’re
correct – rather than listening to the benefits of buying or
investing in your business.
With a little bit of thought around the language you choose,
you can create real cut through in your pitch presentations.
You’ll present your business in a clear and articulate way.
Customers and investors will be excited and they’ll see the
potential for themselves. They’ll make up their own mind that
your business is a game changer, and you won’t have had to
use any jargon jibber jabber to do it. You’ll see the amount of
interest in your product soar and before long you’ll find that
all important investment or make that life changing sale.
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//WRITE FOR US
Would you like to write for us?
Let us know if there’s someone
you’d like to interview or a piece
you’d like to write and you
could feature in the next edition.

Get in touch with nor(DEV) today on:

01603 383 458
mag@norfolkdevelopers.com

norfolkdevelopers.com
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TechVelocity Norwich…
Discovering, Collaborating,
Accelerating

As you may or may not know, Norwich has its’ own
digital accelerator.
Why?
Because Neil Garner noticed (from the Tech Nation
report) at the start of the year that we were lagging
behind other Tech Cities in the UK like Hull and
Sunderland, who have a digital economy that’s twice
the size of Norwich. All of the cities that have a
larger digital economy had one thing in common…
Accelerators.
An accelerator exists to help an idea or product get
from an early stage, to a stage where it’s able to scale
up (with funds) and take market advantage, rather
than taking years to do so. They also concentrate
their efforts on platforms and products that are able to
scale through the acquisition of customers rather than
staff.
The Digital Economy in Norwich is currently worth
around £212m. Our simple (ha!) aim is to help double
the size of the digital economy in Norwich in the next
2 years. The natural by-product of companies working
within our eco-system with the startups is that they’ll
become more ‘startup savvy’ and therefore know how
to apply their considerable expertise to the rest of the
digital economy in Norwich, thereby raising standards,
opportunities and skill levels.
That has a knock on effect of producing more
opportunities for the students that leave University in
the region, thus being able to retain the best talent for
our Tech City. We’ve all seen through the excellent
work by NorDev, SyncNorwich (and SyncTheCity/
Future 50) and HotSource that we have a huge array
of talent on our doorstep, so it goes without saying
that we already have the core tools to provide a
springboard to discover the best talent, collaborate to
help them mobilise their product and accelerate them
to success.

norfolkdevelopers.com

// ARTICLE
KRIS JONES
@TechVelocity

We see ourselves as catalysts, but it’s about all of us.
How can we help each other, can we collaborate with
other companies that have a similar customer base to
deliver the best solution rather than ‘a’ solution and
can we project the region to the rest of the UK as a
great place to start a business, not just to live/work?
Yes.
As a starting point, we want to hear from the coding
community if you’re interested in collaborating or
joining some of our startups as a CTO, developer or
designer. You may not get oodles of cash right now,
but they’re all pretty awesome.

What happens inside an accelerator?

Accelerators are like flavours of ice cream. There
are many and they aren’t all for you. Some will focus
on getting you a big lump of funding, without huge
concentration on ability to scale. Some will focus on
your scalability and give you access to investors to get
funding. Some are merely an incubator masquerading
as an accelerator.
Some of our acceleratees (I know, it’s not a word, but
I’ll get it into the dictionary somehow) need help from
the business/developer community too, so here’s a
breakdown of who and how you can potentially help:Assemble.fm is a team communication and location
tool. Its’ aim is to make Workday Warriors in the field
easier to locate and communication/productivity
more efficient. When you’re making a product they
always say you should do it cheaper or better. They’re
doing both. You can sign up to their Beta test at
www.assemble.fm/beta. They’re also interested in
expanding their team and talking to potential investors
to finish off their current funding round. To discuss
these, get in touch with michael.leftwich@assemble.
fm.
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KRIS JONES
TechVelocity Norwich

Protu is a new way of hiring staff. It uses artificial
intelligence and machine learning to match Millennials
with employees that will hire on a skills and values
match (and vice-versa). They plan to provide a highly
cost-effective (subscription based) platform that will
reduce time spent sifting CVs and help companies
identify potential employees that have the right ethics
and ability to work for them. Protu currently need a
Project/Strategy focused CTO that can help them
deliver the product as soon as possible to service an
impressive list of waiting companies. Contact Joe@
Protu.co.uk for details on that and how to invest
in the project. It’s great for someone who wants to
help revolutionise the recruitment industry using a
candidate and community-based platform.
Commercity is an ecommerce platform that’s ready to
disrupt the market massively. It’s going to provide a
virtual store environment for retailers that includes the
e-commerce element, stock management, channel
management (for Etsy, Amazon and eBay), accounting
packages, a common sense product upload, logistics
and zero-low setup cost. You can even plug it in to
your existing Shopify/WooCommerce site to make
use of the integrations. The guys are looking to talk
to potential co-founders that can join in Operations/
Marketing that have a passion for e-commerce,
innovation and organisation. A new, young front end
developer with experience of Java/React wouldn’t go
amiss either. This product already has customers,
so this is about scaling the company at speed. Get in
touch with shane@cd2solutions.co.uk for more details
and to discuss any investment opportunities.
TheLandApp.com is a revolutionary platform that is
going to help streamline the land management, use
and acquisition markets. It makes use of data from
Ordinance Survey, Land Registry and Defra (among
others) to provide a simple map overlay of all of
the information a Farmer, Landowner or Developer
would need to make decisions, apply for subsidies
more efficiently or plan other uses for their land
(including making positive environmental impacts)

norfolkdevelopers.com

much more easily. They’re currently looking to talk to
customers in those fields (pardon the pun) to become
early adopters of the product. Drop a line to Tim@
thelandapp.com to chat over how the product can
help you, and glen@thelandapp.com to discuss any
investment opportunities.
Amongst our pre-acceleratees, Cooknst is an event
platform for foodies. It’s a place for people to host
culinary events that people can book a place at, to
learn more about how to prepare different meals from
different parts of the world, to attend dinner parties/
events, to buy ingredients and get involved in a foodie
community. First and foremost, Dani is looking for a
developer to partner with her with the ability to build a
site with booking engine, live video and a community
(with some basic e-commerce). They have a real
opportunity to get in at ground level, build some equity
in the company and grow something special. Drop
Daniela a line at danipaiva78@gmail.com.
Foode are another pre-accelerator in the food
tech space. They’re primarily looking for budding/
experienced chefs to join their platform and people
to test it (and eat great food at the same time). Tito
is also looking to speak to people who would be
interested in investing in a platform that would match
up chefs cooking great food from home with people
who are fed up with the humdrum of the same old fare
from high street chains during the daylight hours that
the likes of Just Eat and the rest aren’t so active in.
Imagine shunning that supermarket microwaveable
lasagne in favour of one cooked by a local chef for the
same sort of price for lunch! Drop him a line at tito@
foode.com.
Summing up!
The thing that’s not surprised me, but has surprised
many, is the potential of the initial 5 cohorts in the
accelerator. There are more out there and I’m always
willing to have a conversation without my accelerator
hat on for anyone that needs an initial steer, contacts
or bit of advice.
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Working Scholarship
Programme

// ARTICLE
Paul Whitley
@netmattersltd

Netmatters Ltd are a relatively young technology company, offering web development, digital
marketing, IT support and telephony services; primarily across Norfolk and Suffolk.
As Netmatters have grown over the years, and
begun to require more and more team members,
it has become increasingly apparent that there is a
huge shortage of software developers in the region.

What Triggered the Initiative?

Upon further investigation, in trying to establish
the cause of such an applicant shortage within
this thriving industry, they have uncovered that
gaining employment into the sector at a paid-level
is exceptionally difficult for young people. There
are simply no means available to those who have a
passion for IT, coding and development - or those
who had training but no experience - to transition
into the commercial world of web development.
There is a huge opportunity being missed by the
company, and by the development community
as a whole, by simply not providing the chance
of converting this passion into a career. It was
decided that it is simply not good enough to just
sit back, awaiting someone else to find a solution,
and that it was up to them to find a feasible way
of utilising the previously untapped resource of
passionate people in the community.

Who is Eligible for the Programme?

Netmatters aim to provide the opportunity for
people who are enthusiastic about technology
but haven’t had a chance to train formally, or
professionally, for a role within web development.

norfolkdevelopers.com

When seeking prospective candidates for the
programme, the company looks for passion, drive,
flare and commitment. In return, the young people
enrolled, will gain a sum of ‘real-world/hands-on’
working experience, will amass a whole host of
knowledge – attained throughout development and
training - and will be getting paid throughout the
process.
As each trainee web/software developer
progresses and improves, salaries will increase,
to reflect their improved knowledge and quality
of work. This takes them through the programme,
from an unskilled entry-level staff member through
to a competent and experienced developer.
James Gulliver, Managing Director, was the driving
force behind the initiative and had this to say of its
origins:
“We want to help the next generation of techies to
find their feet”
“We really wanted to get a fully beneficial - and
entirely sustainable - program in place, that would
both help us to grow and expand as a company
and help the next generation of techies to find
their feet. It was important that the benefits of the
scheme were felt by all involved, not only those at
the top level, because we feel that values are best
nurtured from the bottom up.”
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The Story So Far...

The Working Scholarship initiative has already had
extremely positive results, beyond expectation, in
fact. Goals and targets at each stage have been
continually surpassed and the determination and
desire to improve has been demonstrated at every
opportunity.
Several talented new members of staff have
joined the team permanently, weeks ahead of their
projected completion date. Although the company
is delighted with the results, the most important
thing is that the scholarship members are just as
pleased, and feel that this opportunity has been
valuable.
A continuous feedback loop is in place to ensure
that the members continue to progress. When
asked, Michael Grimshaw, a resident Working
Scholar said:
“I never thought I’d get an opportunity like this, so
I’m really grateful and would definitely recommend
it to anybody who was in my position”
“At first when I applied for the Working Scholar
web developer position, I thought it sounded
too good to be true, because I’d been declined
from everywhere else for lack of experience and
qualifications. All I really had when I applied, was
a passion but nothing solid to prove it. I decided
I had nothing to lose and went for it anyway and
I’m so glad I did! I’ve learnt and done so much
more than I ever thought I would be able to. I never
thought I’d get an opportunity like this, so I’m
really grateful and would definitely recommend it to
anybody who was in my position.”

norfolkdevelopers.com

This type of reaction is exactly what the company
hoped for when planning the initiative. Proven
effectiveness on both a commercial and personal
level is the ultimate goal.
The next step is to transition all current Working
Scholarship members into full web developer
positions and bring in an increased number of
applicants into the next program. They also plan to
expand the initiative beyond its web development
sector and give these opportunities to aspiring
marketers, technicians and project managers. The
goal is to have a Working Scholarship team in every
department of the company.

Want to Get Involved?

Netmatters have also noticed that no other
companies in the region have any programs
like this, so they would like to reach beyond
their own capabilities by encouraging others to
partake in these initiatives, by showing them
the overwhelming benefits they stand to gain.
Particularly, as it’s such an amazing way of
fostering a positive company culture, instilling
values from the bottom up.
Alone they may be able to support a small number
of people, but feel that by pushing for industry-wide
backing of Working Scholarship programs, there
could be a much wider impact; leading the way in
bridging the gap for the next generation of techies
to succeed.
If you’re looking to get your foot in the door - so
to speak - of the world of web and software
development, view the full role specification and
get in touch today.
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Meet the Community
Step Into Tech

// INTERVIEW
Dom Davis
Claire Riseborough
@Step_Into_Tech

Step Into Tech really is a social enterprise. Created by Claire Riseborough, SIT was put together
to fill a gap in social tech activities for younger people. It has grown from that humble idea into
an organisation holding regular events, inspiring young people to code and blog about their
experiences, helping teachers inspire the next generation and encouraging businesses to get
involved with young people. Step into Tech’s mission is to help 8-18 year-olds reach their full tech
potential – through the Young Makers Tech Club, an inaugural ‘Techathon’ on 12th/13th April and the
development of an online portal to help parents and carers support their children.
Founder Claire and supporter Dom Davis tell us a little more about this inspiring group.

When were you founded?
Claire: We started planning Step into Tech during

2016, and had the first sessions of the Norwich
Young Makers Tech Club in January 2017. Then
things started to snowball and we realised we
needed to get a bit more organised! We formed a
Community Interest Company (CIC) in June last
year and publicly launched in September.

Dom: It’s an organisation that sort of coalesced
rather than being founded!
What inspired you to start Step into Tech?
Claire: My son is very keen on coding. He

was lucky enough to have a really supportive
computing teacher, but I was always looking for

other ways to help him.
I soon realised that just finding out about
tech opportunities for young people was hard
enough – especially for parents like myself who
aren’t technically-minded. And of course not
every school has teachers with the skills and
enthusiasm to go beyond what’s required by the
curriculum.

Dom: I was independently speaking at schools
to encourage pupils into tech so when Claire
spoke to me about Step into Tech it was a no
brainer to get involved and have my activities live
under a more formal banner.
What are the primary goals of Step into Tech?
Claire: Part of it is helping parents and carers

– helping them find out about opportunities for
their children, helping them to understand about
tech and what they should be doing. As the
parent of a child who wants to be developing
his skills, I found it really difficult to know what’s
best when you’re constantly being told to limit
‘screen time’.
We’re also looking at filling some of the gaps in
what’s on offer for children. Existing initiatives
tend to focus on coding, but tech goes a lot

norfolkdevelopers.com
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wider than that – taking in areas like design and
robotics and involving a much wider range of
skills.

What do you think is the group’s greatest
achievement so far?
Claire: We’re obviously proud of what children

are able to produce at Tech Club – some of the
projects they showcase are amazing.
Dom: I think providing tech role models who
are not the archetypical middle aged white male
has been a huge achievement. We have a wide
array of local role models actively helping us to
inspire a diverse group of kids. I see this as one
of the first tentative steps into breaking down
the monoculture that tends to exist in tech,
something that desperately needs to happen.
Claire: Also I think the greatest achievement is
the way they are building their confidence and
social skills. When you see a young person who
used to be pretty shy and quiet stand up in front
of a group of children and deliver a workshop,
that’s really something.
Dom: Exactly. Most people assume Step into
Tech is just about the technology, but actually
many of our members are making great friends
and learning new social skills without even

norfolkdevelopers.com

realising it.

Where would you like Step Into Tech to be in five
years’ time (for example)?
Claire: There’s so much interest in what we

are doing – we’ve already been asked to set
up clubs in several other parts of East Anglia
and even London. At the moment we’re really
focused on getting the Tech Club blueprint right,
running our first Techathon and making more of
the website.
Dom:I’d like to see Step Into Tech become a
national organisation providing similar clubs for
those with a penchant for tech.
Claire: Yes, the sooner we can roll out to more
locations, the better. In five years’ time? – I’d say
East Anglia and beyond!

One thing people might not know about Step
into Tech?
Claire: Our first Tech Club events were held in

the Millennium Library, but soon outgrew the
space available. From our new venue at Develop,
on Barton Way, you can (just about) hear when
Norwich score a goal!
http://stepintotech.org/
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Making the future work
for all: the rise of
platform cooperativism
2017 was not a good year for tech in business.
It’s not long since the industry was seen as a freshfaced alternative to a venal financial sector. Tech
entrepreneurs were admired for their energy and
ingenuity. Facebook’s exhortation to ‘move fast
and break things’ promised a future of freewheeling
digital innovation. Google’s pledge not to ‘do evil’
was accepted as an expression of earnest idealism
and Twitter’s starring role in the Arab Spring and
the Occupy protests showcased its potential as a
revolutionary communications medium capable of
facilitating a more open and just world.
Today the outline of the new world tech is shaping is
becoming clearer. And it is not what many hoped for.
The year began with Facebook and Twitter caught
in the fallout from Donald Trump’s election, accused
of providing uncensored channels for political
extremism. Uber was shaken by the resignation of
Travis Kalanick for sexist conduct representative of
a wider issue within the industry. The firm was also
implicated in the rise of the precarious gig economy.
Uber lost its licence to operate in London and Amazon
embarrassed by revelations of working conditions in
its delivery centres. Innovations promising to further
‘disrupt’ delicate economic ecosystems, such as
Bodega’s boast that its smart vending machines
would make small stores obsolete, were condemned
as insensitive during a time of growing insecurity.

Windows on to the world

Above all, 2017 was the year when the concentration
of economic, political and cultural power in a
handful of super corporations surfaced in public
consciousness. Growing popular fascination with
the possibilities offered by the radical technologies
constructing the modern world - AI, machine learning,
robotics, digital fabrication, the internet of things was tempered by concern that their power to shape
our lives is increasingly vested in a tech aristocracy:
Alphabet, Amazon, Apple and Facebook in the West;
Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent and Xiaomi in the East.
The giants are increasingly able to simply take
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over entire markets, to which they police access
through the management of the digital spaces,
or ‘platforms’, in which various configurations of
customers, advertisers, service providers, producers
and suppliers operate. These include advertising
platforms (Google, Facebook) connecting advertisers
and customers; cloud platforms (Amazon, Salesforce)
providing hardware and software through which digital
services are traded; product platforms (Spotify) turning
traditional goods into subscription services; and lean
platforms (Uber, Airbnb) offering apps putting drivers
and house-owners in touch with potential riders and
guests.
The platforms benefit from formidable network
effects. We often have to put aside our doubts about
Uber when we must urgently find a driver. Whatever
our privacy concerns we need to use Facebook
or LinkedIn to connect with friends and business
colleagues. And the effectiveness of the platforms
is further refined through analysis of the vast data
generated by their use. If, as is often observed, data is
the new oil, the platforms are the digital rigs that drill
for it.
As they expand the platforms swallow rivals as well
as data, with profound consequences for startup
formation. For many founders and their investors
the objective is not so much to build a sustainable
business as to attract a lucrative takeover bid, a
logical position when potential markets are closed
off and innovations simply copied, as Facebook did
last year in developing its own version of Snapchat’s
Stories feature.
Big tech is increasingly able to exploit market
dominance to mediate and monetise our everyday
experience, offering customers panoramic windows
on to the world. An order uttered to Amazon’s
Echo, for example, sets in motion a vast fulfilment
infrastructure - soon to include mobile warehouses,
autonomous trucks and drone deliveries - that is
optimised afresh with each new interaction. In the
words of PayPal founder Peter Thiel, ’competition is
for losers’.
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China, perhaps, previews our future. There TenCent’s
WeChat app filters the everyday, allowing users to
manage money, pay bills, book flights, hail taxis,
message friends, order food, shop, and book movie
tickets. TenCent’s data, pooled with that culled by
the other Asian tech giants, is allowing the state
to develop a surveillance system that will rank the
‘trustworthiness’ of each citizen.
The issue of big tech with its big data has entered
mainstream politics. Tech representatives are now
regularly summoned before parliamentary committees.
The government is monitoring working practices in
the gig economy. Municipal authorities are flexing
their regulatory muscles, in London against Uber, in
San Francisco against Airbnb. There is increasing
international scrutiny of Silicon Valley’s tax affairs. The
EU Commission is testing its antitrust powers against
Google. And there is a swelling current of radical
thought that sees the platforms as natural monopolies
like the railways, water and energy, ripe for public
ownership. The disruptors, it seems, face the prospect
of some rather serious disruption.

Opening up the platforms

So as we enter 2018 the tech industry is conflicted,
its abiding faith in technology’s potential to make
life better for all enmeshed in business mechanisms
engineered to channel those gains to an elite.
Is it possible for it to break out of that bind, for
tech innovators to reimagine themselves as social
entrepreneurs? If the digital economy is evolving
towards the platform, can the platforms be
democratised - co-owned by those who work for
them and those who use them? Imagine a taxi app
owned by drivers and riders, or a digital room-sharing
service run by hosts and guests. Such dispersal of
ownership could secure better conditions for workers
and the reinvestment of profit rather than its siphoning
to distant venture capitalists. And, crucially, the user
data they generate could be opened to more effective
democratic oversight.
Such platforms already exist, in increasing numbers.
Stocksy United, a stock image directory owned
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and governed by its employees and contributing
photographers, was founded by former iStock
executives concerned that licences were giving
both artists and customers a poor deal. The German
cooperative Fairmondo offers a digital marketplace
selling fairtrade goods. RideAustin, established and
owned by 5,000 drivers after Uber was banned from
the city, is a model for the CabFair campaign for
an app-based London taxi service. IndyCube is a
British freelancer collective managing collaborative
workspaces.
These and other initiatives inspired and are being
guided by a ‘Platform Cooperativism’ movement
exploring how cooperative principles first drawn up
by Victorian progressives might be adapted to the
digital age. Through events and websites such as
platform.coop the project documents best practice,
offers legal advice for employee-owned startups
and draws lessons from the formidable Silicon
Valley infrastructure that has so effectively matched
capital, coding talent and marketing services with
aspiring entrepreneurs. The elements of a cooperative
equivalent might include public investment banks,
social venture funds, open source software, local
authorities and universities.
Certainly this, or any alternative model for running a
tech business, faces a tough marketplace. Fairmondo,
for example, offers two million items for sale against
the 480 million available on Amazon. The tech giants
have the marketing, legal and lobbying firepower to
extend their dominance.
But the cooperative movement indicates one way
by which the tech industry might take the initiative in
shaping a future in which the fruits of innovation are
shared more widely, a future that might otherwise be
determined by politicians and the disenfranchised
citizens they represent.

Justin Reynolds is a copywriter and designer. Contact
him at @justinlucent or justinreynoldswriter.com
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Future Tech in
Norwich

For a city with such a long heritage and history,
obvious to anyone who walks for five minutes
through the streets, Norwich has become a
hive for technology too. With big investments in
research, funding for start-ups and a burgeoning
talent pool, our Fine City has become a focus
for tech in our region. Chris Sargisson of the
Norfolk Chamber and Tim Robinson of TechEast
are watching technology change the landscape
of East Anglia, embracing developments and
actively encouraging our participation in the
future. Both chaps are very positive about our
city, not only seeing big things on the horizon
but witnessing them happen right now. They also
talk about how unique Norwich’s culture and
people are.
And Turnip bowling.
As a person who has lived and worked in cities
across the world, and been lucky enough to
return to the Fine City, Tim has some insights
into how Norwich compares. “I think there is
something very special about compact university
cities like Norwich which makes them hotbeds
of creativity and innovation. Norwich has a lot
in common with places like Copenhagen and
Amsterdam – you can walk or cycle from a
world-class university to a research park to a coworking space to a corporate HQ in minutes. The
urban density of Norwich is an asset. Of course
the cluster is not as mature yet as somewhere
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like Palo Alto or Tel Aviv but the upside for
Norwich is just incredible. The wider region has
lots of space in which the economy can grow,
whether along the A11 spine of the tech corridor
via Hethel to Cambridge or in the market towns
and regional innovation parks. Importantly too,
Norfolk and Suffolk have fabulous countryside
and coast which make them perfect locations
for entrepreneurs who have done their stint in
London, New York, Berlin, Paris or Silicon Valley
and crave a place to grow their next business
away from pollution, crowds and sky-high house
prices.”
As someone who has lived in the area almost
all his life, Chris Sargisson’s first thoughts of
Norwich are of its...smell. “I remember Norwich
having three very lovely, but distinct aromas”
says Chris, “What you smelled depended on
both what was cooking and the wind direction.
Some days hops being boiled at the King Street
brewery, or the chocolate factory and of course
Colmans with its mint sauce and mustard.
Whilst regionally we are still a food producer/
manufacturer, these Norwich based businesses
have either closed or maybe in Colman’s case
installed a better ‘filter’ within the chimney. Now
Norwich is a service based town with a collection
of brilliant and vibrant tech hubs many routed in
creative, digital and design, however always a
‘groovy’ place to live and work so nothing has
really changed in that respect.” Chris goes on
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to say “I’ve had the great pleasure to work all
over the country with various organisations in
many different roles and I’d say people in the
East have a very ‘can do it/let’s do it’ approach
to work. Also, and perhaps least expected,
there is a crazy streak that wants to escape.
Only in Norwich could the concept of ‘live turnip
bowling’ ever have been created and applied.
Seriously off the wall, but when we played, sales
went up by 10% every time!”

Chris Sargisson and Tim Robinson

When asked about the biggest developments
in the region tech-wise, both Tim and Chris talk
about the influence of entrepreneurial start-ups.
“Two words: scale and recognition” says Tim.
“Look what Skyscanner did for Edinburgh or
going back a few years, Skype did for London.
Five years ago Norwich was an interesting, minor
city with a few attractive startups. 2017 feels
like the year when the confidence and quality
of the city really shone. We’ve got businesses
like Rainbird (an IBM partner and Techstars
alumnus), Epos Now (Deloitte Fast 500, Sunday
Times Tech Track) and Ubisend (just won a $1m
Google fund with Archant) getting on the national
radar. I also think there is a maturing attitude to
funding a scaleup. The IPO of Proxama showed
that a startup could grow big though a public
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listing and the trade sales of Brandbank and
Foolproof demonstrate that you can exit without
losing your culture. We’ve also got strong
professional services firms and banks supporting
firms now like Grant Thornton, Ashtons, PwC,
Mills & Reeve and Barclays.” Chris adds
“Norwich Union (as was) created, unknowingly
I guess a generation of business disruptors.
Being the ‘supper massive’ organisation of
a certain type and age that it was, typically
it would regard change as a risk to be better
understood first, which made it slow moving
with certain opportunities. The consequences
were subtle but significant. Key people within
the organisation saw these opportunities
and became entrepreneurial by jumping
ship, quickly developing new technologies to
support the financial services industry and its
customers. Richard Symes created the OMG
group, Kevin Goodings, internet geeks at
Session Cam, Patrick smith, myself and others
created its4me. All of us however started and
remained in Norwich to build the, then unknown,
fundamental concepts that came to represent a
seismic shift in the platform technology which is
now commonplace.”
So what is it that has set our region apart? “It’s
the ‘Can do/let’s do’ thing again” says Chris.
“It shows in drive, hard work, passion, belief,
enthusiasm, success and in many cases humility.
Norwich & Norfolk can demonstrate some
outstanding examples of brilliant tech and digital
companies who achieve so much and dayto-day simply get on with it. The Norfolk tech
community is like a village where businesses
value the time spent leaning over the virtual
garden fence and conversing with their near
neighbours in a productive and genuine way.”
Tim agrees, saying “Norwich has a supportive,
warm startup culture that is second to none.
Gerard Grech, CEO of Tech City and Tech
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Nation, praised us for just that last month at
Sync the City. The geography of Norfolk really
does concentrate its energy into Norwich so you
get this incredible, dense vibrancy.”
When it comes to the future, Chris and Tim both
agree investment is a key factor, as well as local
support and promoting the region. “A far greater
awareness of what’s on our doorstep in terms
of tech solutions to support the local economy
and with that a shift in business thinking towards
building for what’s coming, as opposed to the
just fixing the now. I’d like to use my time as
Chief Executive of the Norfolk Chamber to help
‘future proof’ the East. Asking businesses ‘What
are you doing now that will give you the edge
in 2,3 ,4 years’ time and then how can the local
tech community help? After all, the best way
to predict the future is to invent it (apparently).”
Tim adds “For TechEast there are three things
that need further development. Firstly we need a
really joined up approach to skills and talent. The
solutions lie in collaboration between business
and education, and businesses working together
– we are launched the TechEast skills task force
in January to do just this. Secondly, really putting
the region on the map with investors. We have
a growing Angel community but there are lots
of potential investors out there who have been
highly successful in tech but haven’t yet seen
the potential in local businesses - there’s a lot
more showcasing that we need to do to get the
scaleup funding for our brightest stars. Finally,
I feel there is a much bigger role for our locally
based corporates to incubate innovation and get
startups to solve their challenges. We are lucky
to have major employers like Aviva, BT and the
county councils in the region and all are showing
interest in nurturing profitable, sustainable SME
activity.”
So what can local people, businesses and
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developers do to support the future of tech in
Norwich? For Tim it is about engaging people
and making the value of technology clear. “There
are so many attractive technologies now in the
sharing economy (Liftshare for car rides and
Grabbit for shopping are two examples) that
it’s more a case of communicating the value to
people. It’s about self-education, engagement
and reaching out to the tech sector to help
solve their everyday operational and long term
strategic challenges. We are here to help!” For
Chris it’s all about accentuating the positive.
“Talk the region up! Reinforce positivity and
share positivity. Look for and talk about our
regions successes. Most of all, change the
message. When talking about the region, stop
feeling the need to apologise for negatives that
are no longer relevant. Be Positive!”
Ultimately the goal is “growth, growth and
growth” as Tim says. “Some of our businesses
like Epos Now are reaching a point of scale
and maturity that their talent will inevitably
spawn other businesses - a sign of a healthy
ecosystem. I can also imagine some of the
founders of Norwich’s start tech businesses
becoming sufficiently wealthy in future to
become lead players in the investment market.”
Chris hopes that the future of tech in Norwich
will lead to more investment too, as well as
“solutions to help resolve the pressing digital
skills need, as well as more specialist Tech
companies forming and more flexible white
space to incubate and grow.” He also has high
hopes for the ‘The Digital Chamber’, a new
sector of the Norfolk Chamber, designed to
support and grow tech organisation within the
region. That and “Tech companies with full order
books.”
With thanks to Chris Sargisson and Tim
Robinson.
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Meet the Community:
Tech East

// INTERVIEW
@techeast

TechEast is a relatively new enterprise, already making big waves in the community. Their aim is to
promote local tech businesses and propel the East to its rightful place as a top 5 UK cluster. Tim
Robinson, COO of TechEast, gives us the lowdown on how the organisation started, some of its defining moments and what it hopes to achieve for Norfolk and Suffolk businesses.

When were you founded?
Summer 2016

What inspired you to start Tech East?

The lightbulb moment was an awareness in both
Norfolk and Suffolk that we had a potentially
world-class tech cluster but were not gaining
the recognition nationally and internationally
we deserved. TechEast brings together all
the complementary strengths of our regional
businesses, providing them with support,
connects our hubs, clusters and networks. In
other words we join the dots, and amplify the
signal.

What are TechEast’s goals?

To help grow jobs and productivity in the East
of England: £650m additional Gross Value Add
(GVA) and 5,000 new jobs by 2020. We aspire to
be recognised a UK top 5 tech cluster.

What is TechEasts greatest achievement or
biggest moment?

have been the achievements of our members:
Two standouts were Ubisend winning a $1m
fund from Google to collaborate with Archant
in the digitisation of their print archive and
Added+ Intelligence winning the pitchfest at
Venturefest17. From within our team: launching
our Digital Tech Skills Plan for the New Anglia
region; co-authoring the Science & Innovation
Audit for UK government and our biggest coup…
being appointed regional editorial correspondent
for UK Tech News.

Where do you see TechEast going in the future?

Just driving towards those goals and doing even
more to put the East centre stage.

One thing people might not know about
TechEast?

Most of our members are startups and SMEs.
Although we have great support from the
region’s bigger tech businesses and local
authorities, the lifeblood of TechEast are small
entrepreneurial businesses.
https://techeast.com/

Where do we begin? Our proudest moments

norfolkdevelopers.com
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technology solutions for
innovative businesses

Naked Element design and build made to
measure enterprise software, cross platform
mobile apps and stunning websites.

across the UK to apply the tried and tested Agile
approach to our business, everything we do
centres around effective customer engagement.

Our entire business has been built upon the
quality of work we produce and through working
with clients to not only understand and deliver
what they want, but what they need and what’s
best for their business.

We design, build and take care of every detail
involved in developing software, but you remain in
control at all times. You get to see, feel and touch
your software as it is developed. The software will
be used in your business, so it’s important you
have your say throughout the process.

As one of an increasing number of companies

creative websites
We design and build responsive websites that work on any
device and across all major browsers. We
create intuitive, innovative and stunning
websites that can bridge the gap between
your business and it’s online customers
by using sophisticated SEO techniques
combined with compelling copywriting and
creative graphic design.

ne
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enterprise software

cross platform

Purpose-designed business
orientated software solutions,
designed to satisfy the needs of your company as well as each user. Stand alone or
integrated as an extension of your existing
software so you don’t have to start again.

From Apple to Android, our software works across all platforms to
deliver you software which is reliable, fast,
highend and meets with best practices.

www.nakedelement.co.uk
@nakedelement
t: 01603 383 458
< 18 >
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DevelopHER
Awards
Keen to grow the East Anglian network, founder Vickie
Allen held the third DevelopHER Awards in Cambridge
late last year. Hosted by the stunning Corn Exchange,
there were pink and silver balloons hovering above
every table and goody bags on every chair – the venue
was ready for an amazing event.
There were nearly 200 nominations for the fifteen
awards and all the winners were humbled when
their names were announced, and more than a few
were taken by surprise! Nikita Hari, winner of the
Entrepreneur award, said she was flattered to be
sharing the stage with such impressive women and
Gabriela Garrido, who took home the Innovation
award, hadn’t prepared a speech she said, because
she was sure she wouldn’t win as the other nominees
were of such a high caliber.
Tech Star winner Sylvia Lu, in her acceptance
speech, said that results have no gender and Jenny
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Cham spoke of the possibility of ‘having it all’ when
collecting her award for User Experience. The winner
of the Inspiration award quite rightly also won the
overall DevelopHER Award. Hazel Cottrell had been
nominated by multiple people, in and outside of the
industry. As a hard worker with Creative Content
Company, she also volunteered with social causes
and helped school children with their future careers.
Collecting her awards clearly meant a lot to Hazel as
she shed a few tears, both times.
Once again the DevelopHER Awards showed the
valuable contribution that women make to the tech
industry, and how that contribution is growing year on
year.
Next years awards are due to take place on the 28th
November in a venue yet to be announced, and if
this years event is anything to go by it is sure to be
inspirational (and very pink!)
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NEWS

News in
The East

Gaming Festival Returns to Norwich

Tech News for Ipswich!

Norfolk Chamber Talks Tech

Millennial Railcard Exclusive to East Anglia

The free, week-long festival runs for the last
week of May and promises retro gaming,
new releases, coding and game technology.
Exhibition space is also free, so any
developers out there who want to showcase
their skills in the gaming sphere, visit the
website to sign up!

September sees the return of Talking
Technology, hosted by the Norfolk Chamber.
Expect talks from prominent figures across
the region and focussed workshops as
the half-day event raises awareness of
technology in business. Always a popular
and highly subscribed event, secure your
tickets with plenty of time!

Demand for Techies On The Rise

The Association of Professional Staffing
Companies (APSCo) says the demand for
tech skills in our region is on the rise, with
advertised vacancies alone rising by 20%
year-on-year for tech and science roles.
This combined with sizeable funding being
awarded in the area and burgeoning new
businesses in Norwich research park means
the demand for technology skills is only
getting stronger in the East!

norfolkdevelopers.com

March sees the inaugural dev://east tech
conference, taking place at Ipswich Town
Football Club. The event promises to
promote tech, learning and networking in
the East of England. Tickets start at just £10
for this one day event that is sure to prove
popular.

East Anglia has been chosen to trial the new
26-30 Railcard, offering discounts on train
tickets to those aged 26 to 30 years old. As
the card is designed for those under thirty, it
is only available as a digital app for use on a
mobile.

Networking with Board Games

On February 22nd The User Story is hosting
a networking night with a difference. “With
the rise in popularity of board gaming over
the last few years, games have helped
to bring people together and create new
friends. They’re great for meeting people in
a completely different setting to the usual
everyday networking event. We would love
to invite you to join us for an evening of
drinks, snacks and networking, with some
fun games thrown in for good measure.”
Places are very limited for this first guest
session so be sure to register early!
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7.2.2018

nor(DEV):

Full Day Workshop: BDD with Cynefin - Liz Keogh

7.2.2018

nor(DEV):

Laracon Online

7.2.2018

Natwest / Jarrolds / ApplinSkinner

SEO & The Future of Digital Marketing

26.2.2018

CAS East of England

Regional Conference

27.2.2018

nor(DEV):

Learn WordPress & build a website in ONE day

28.2.2018

nor(DEV):

Advanced WordPress Course

6.3.2018

nor(DEV):

Norfolk Developers Breakfast

7.3.2018

nor(DEV):

What do SAS and Navy Seals have to do with business? &
Linux and SQL Server

8.3.2018

Hot Source

Inspire us with your Lightning Talkies

8.3.2018

Norfolk Chamber

BCC Annual Conference

13.3.2018

Norfolk Chamber

GDPR Conference

4.4.2018

nor(DEV):

Watson Cognitive or AI & Cyber Security

norfolkdevelopers.com
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Using Today’s DecisionMaking Technology to
Build the Competitive
Organisation of Tomorrow
Businesses need to grow quickly and effectively
if they are to stay ahead of the competition. This
is increasingly being achieved through the use of
automation technologies and many organisations
who have adopted Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) are now turning to cognitive solutions for
help.
While RPA automates tasks, choosing and
implementing a decision automation solution
that works for the long term is not always easy.
When under pressure, organisations make
tactical rather than strategic decisions. This
often leads to the implementation of niche
point-solutions designed to solve narrow,
specific problems. While such a quick fix feels
like an easy decision, most point-solutions are
impossible to integrate and provide value only in
a narrow silo. An inability to integrate disparate,
niche automation technologies results in slower
growth. These point-solutions then make up
the next generation of legacy systems that the
organisation needs to migrate away from.
Such growing pains can only be avoided by
investing in scalable platforms that can support
a wide range of use cases, and grow with the
evolution of the business.
At Rainbird, we tackle this problem head-on.
Our platform enables businesses to automate
operational decision-making in any field.
Our clients use Rainbird to combine human
expertise, best-practice, internal and external
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data, and sometimes even those legacy
systems. The result is an integrated model
that can automate any type of operational
decision-making, whether it be customer
recommendations, loan decisions, compliance
judgements or fraud analysis. What’s more,
these models are scalable and easily adapted as
things change and the organisation grows.
Combining knowledge and data systematically
leads to more holistic judgements and better
operational and customer outcomes. The more
knowledge that is embedded in software, the
faster it is to onboard new joiners and the
more insulated businesses are from knowledge
leakage.
The problem with point solutions
When organisations implement single-use
technologies, it is often to patch-up operational
problems. Repeating this results in a cluttered
set of tools that tend not to work well together,
leading to cumbersome operations and a
business that is siloed. This approach also
doesn’t differentiate a company from its
competitors, and increases the risk of cyber
attack.
Good transactional decision-making, the sort
that drives most businesses, comes from a
combination of well-trained employees and
supporting technology, both working together.
The technologies that will add value must be
easily configurable and enable the incorporation
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of bespoke knowhow, differentiating
organisations from their competition and
enabling them to better monitise their IP. If a
technology does not support this integrated
approach, it will generate drag and impede
growth.

decision trees. Each decision tree can only be
designed to solve a single problem, and will use
‘if this, then that’ logic to perform checks (or ask
questions) in a specific order. It is well accepted
that decision trees are very limited, inefficient to
build and run, and very costly to change.

Platform versus product
An AI-powered automation platform like Rainbird
has the benefit of being easy to use, scalable
and exceptionally flexible. Unlike a product,
which is designed to solve one problem,
platforms have the ability to support the broader
organisation, even if they want to start small
initially.

When building decision-making models in
Rainbird, the author does not need to chain
together linear pieces of logic to form a tree,
but instead creates a map. This is a holistic
model of knowledge, and will include numerous
small nuggets of logic pinned to an ontology.
Rainbird can use the ontology and the logic, in
combination with data, to deliver good, auditable
judgements.

At Rainbird, we help our clients create their own
bespoke decision-making models so they can
evolve them over time. Typically these decisionmaking models pull in data from external
sources, and combine it with human expertise,
to deliver powerful and accurate real-time
decisions.
Our clients can use Rainbird’s authoring interface
to make any number of powerful decisionmaking engines. These can provide automated
judgements to other systems via an API, or be
available for staff to chat to, augmenting their
human judgement via a chat interface.
Because Rainbird-powered judgements are
based on the combination of best practice
and available data, the outcome is exceptional
operational decisions delivered with unparalleled
efficiency.
Our clients took the decision to invest in a
flexible platform that works alongside other
technologies seamlessly. Rainbird’s simplified
authoring process enables business people, not
just IT, to control the logic by which automated
decisions are made.
Maps, not trees
Traditionally, businesses have attempted to
automate decision-making with a series of linear
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Where it is necessary and appropriate, Rainbird
will consult with humans along the way to get
more data. Unlike a decision tree, any such
dialogue is automatically generated by Rainbird
with absolute efficiency.
The final judgement made by Rainbird will
always include a certainty score, and a full audit
trail to evidence how that decision was reached,
satisfying compliance obligations.
Conclusion
Companies need to be willing to invest in
innovative decisioning technology, but not
innovate for the sake of it. Instead, business
leaders must seek platforms that are
configurable, scalable and easy to use and apply
them to real business challenges.
By moving away from the procurement of
discrete point solutions, and towards platform
technologies that give them scale and control,
today’s businesses will be able to grow fast and
remain competitive.
About Rainbird
Rainbird is an AI-powered automated decisionmaking platform that enables businesses to
replicate and scale their best workers. Find out
more at rainbird.ai
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<FOOTER>
The Question
Needs to Change

It was a rainy day in Norwich as I rang the doorbell of
what looked like somebody’s front door in the middle
of Prince of Wales Road. I felt completely different to
when I had l left Aviva a year prior. My head was low,
my expectations of myself even lower as I waited for
the door to be opened. I was going for my first proper
interview I had been to since I had joined Aviva 15
years before. I had made a conscious decision that I
was taking a step down in my career and taking a role
with less responsibility and pressure. I had not really
found my feet since leaving Aviva, I didn’t know where
I fitted anymore and I didn’t think I could balance a
career and my daughter. I hadn’t made the impact
I had wanted to make in my previous role and had
struggled to find the same successes I had enjoyed
at Aviva. I thought that maybe I had just been lucky to
do so well there. Maybe I was not as strong as I had
thought I was when I opted for redundancy 12 months
before and that a senior position was just not for me.
My friend was a recruiter and had put me forward for
a service manager role in a small business in Norwich.
As I rang the doorbell I realised I didn’t really know
much at all about the business or industry, and panic
started setting in.
As the front door opened I was greeted by a lovely
young lad, who told me to wait at the bottom of the
stairs as his boss would come and get me, then
BOOM BOOM BOOM, I hear somebody running down
the stairs at full pelt. ‘HAYLEY, IT’S YOU!’ I was met by
a lively and fresh-faced Jacyn Heavens. The last time
I had seen Jacyn was ten years before hand when I
had just been promoted to a business manager role in
what was then Norwich Union Direct and Jacyn was in
the first ever team I recruited! This was the ‘boss’ who
was coming to interview me! I was instantly intrigued.
My nerves disappeared and suddenly I felt excited
- what different paths we had taken! I had spent ten
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// FOOTER
Hayley Johnson
@jonse78

years building up a career in Aviva and here I was
ready to go backwards, whereas Jacyn had left me
as a boy and was now running his own business and
about to potentially be my boss…how had such a turn
of careers occured?
Five hours later my head was held high and I had
a fire in my belly I still really cannot explain. The
thought of a nine-to-five role with less responsibility
were a distant memory and I just knew I had to be
part of the business Jacyn had built. I felt like I had
come home and I knew I could really help Jacyn turn
his aspirations for the business into a reality. I was
employee number twentyone and would be running
the service function looking after three service reps,
two onsite engineers, two dispatch operatives and
about 500 customers…
I knew nothing about tech. I had never even thought
about what was meant by a ‘tech start-up’ or how
they might differ to a corporate business like Aviva.
I had never worked in an entrepreneurial sales led
business and I knew nothing about Epos systems. I
am not really sure why Jacyn hired me to be fair, but
I am so grateful he did as it introduced me to a new
world. A world where technology really can change
the odds. Technology could take a small business
from Norwich and put it on the map. Technology could
make it possible for a team of twentyone to become
a team of over 200 in just four years. Technology
took those 500 customers and multiplied them by
the thousands. Technology took a UK customer base
and made it possible to build a global business.
Technology made it possible for us to build that global
business without having to seek investment or hand
control of our business to anybody else. Technology is
helping us to change the lives and businesses of our
customers every day.
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The question needs to be
‘how do we get every business
to realise they are a tech
business?’

I am often asked what I believe will be the biggest
challenge for ‘tech businesses’ in 2018 or how we
can get more ‘tech businesses’ working together,
how do we get ‘more women into tech’? I think the
question needs to change. The question needs to be
‘how do we get every business to realise they are a
tech business?’ Every business can change the odds
if they start to think and act like a tech business.
Ask yourself what is the eco-system that makes up
your business? Are you really leveraging technology
to save yourself time, to engage and embrace your
customer or your staff? How many processes do you
have in your business that are repeat processes or
at risk of error or re-work because of manual transfer
of information from one system to another? Can you
leverage the data that runs through your business to
its full potential? Are you truly using technology to
know who your customers are and the best way of
engaging them? Are you spending money on local
storage of data or are you able to fully leverage the
power of the cloud? The questions are endless!
When we help educate businesses to think and
act like a technology business, we not only help
businesses to improve and succeed, we also start
to create some fantastic opportunities in tech for our
future generation. Why should our next generation,
that will hit the employee market in months or years
to come, think that they have to move to London or
Cambridge to pursue a career in tech? We already
have some fantastic tech businesses within our
region, we have some fantastic tech groups like
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Sync Norwich and Tech East really helping our tech
businesses succeed and connect with tech talent, but
what if we can really widen the scope of those ‘tech
businesses’? What if every business in Norfolk starts
to think and act like a tech business? We open up a
world of tech opportunity for all of us to put our own
dent in the universe and beat the odds of what we
thought was possible.
I have been lucky enough to see some amazing
dreams turn into reality as a result of taking the leap
and embracing a career in tech. It’s not been easy
growing a business at the rate we have, and we
certainly have been on a huge roller coaster of ups
and downs, but I feel so lucky to be part of such a
fantastic tech team. Our people are what make our
business and without such a talented product and
development team behind us we would have nothing
to offer our customers. Without such a patient, caring
and knowledgeable support team our customers
would not be able to grow and scale their own
businesses and without our sales and marketing team
we would not be able to acquire new customers to the
platform. We have created over 200 roles in tech and I
would love to see as many local businesses embrace
tech roles within their business and help us get
Norfolk on the map as a leader in the tech industry.
So I urge you, as you build your future strategy and
business plans ask yourself - are you a tech business?
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